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The work Musalliyat al-garib (The Stranger’s Entertaining Story of Oddities) by ʿAbdarrahmān al-Bagdādi exists in a unique manuscript belonging to the German State Library in Berlin. The manuscript was first mentioned by G. Hazai and the present writer; the work itself is an account of his journey to Brazil in 1865.

Little is known about the author. His autograph dīwān, composed during a visit to India in 1293-94/1876-77, found its way from the private library of aṣ-Ṣayḥ Amīn al-Madani at Medina into the University Library at Leiden. He may have moved to Medina prior to his visit to

---

1 In the English translation of the title, account has been taken of the two meanings of the word ʿgarīb, both of which are relevant in the present context: 1/ extraordinary, wondrous, marvellous; the description of the wonders of the world (ʿāgaʾīb, ʿgarāʾīb) is the subject of many a geographical work in Islam; 2/ stranger, foreigner, one far from his home or native country; this is triply true of our author, who was a stranger in Brazil, and having been born in Baghdad, he was a stranger both in Damascus and Constantinople. Both meanings of the word occur in the text, and the title is explained along these lines, too. (The device of a word occurring in two different meanings simultaneously in a text is called tawriya in Arab rhetoric; see August Ferdinand Mehren, Die Rhetorik der Araber, Copenhagen-Vienna 1853, p. 133.) The female participle may refer to the words risāla, hikāya or risāiya.

2 Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin - Preußischer Kulturbesitz.


India, because in his dīwān he styles himself muhāgīr al-Maḏīna al-Munawwara. On f.1a of the dīwān he is described, in a foreign hand, as aš-Šayh ʿAbdarrāḥmān al-Baḏdāḏī nazīl al-Maḏīna al-Munawwara. He is said to have died at Medina in 1298/1880-1881. He seems to have been a traveller of a certain stature, a late successor of the great Muslim travellers of the Middle Ages. He was born in Baghdad. Then, having spent some time in Damascus (where it seems that he married, because at the end of his journey to Brazil he returned to Damascus to see his family) he moved on to Constantinople. In any event, successfully to have carried out a journey to Brazil and another to India in the second half of the last century was, though not a miracle, yet not an ordinary feat. He seems to have found inner peace in the vicinity of the Prophet at last. His fondness for poetry is attested to not only by the verses with which he adorns his narrative, which is mainly in rhymed prose (ṣaḡʿ), but also by his free use of quotations without explicit reference to their source, quite a widespread practice in Arabic literature.

In 1865 a number of steamers of the Imperial Ottoman Navy were ordered to sail from Istanbul to Basra. Since the Suez Canal was not to open until 1869, this was only possible at the time by circumnavigating Africa. In the Atlantic, however, the ships ran into a storm and were driven off course, landing finally in Brazil instead of Basra. Our author, who was active as an imām in the Imperial Ottoman Navy, was on one of the ships. In the present work he first gives an account of all he saw

---

1756 = Amin 21). The present shelf-mark of the MS is Or. 2398 (Ar. 1756); see P. Voorhoeve, Handlist of Arabic Manuscripts in the Library of the University of Leiden and Other Collections in the Netherlands, Leiden 1957, p. 62. The present writer is indebted to the staff of the University Library at Leiden for their generosity in supplying him with a microfilm of the MS and allowing him to consult it. See also Carl Brockelmann, Geschichte der arabischen Literatur, 2nd supplement volume, Leiden 1938, p. 789 (No. 14). The Leiden MS is probably an autograph: on f.1a we read Diwān ʿAbdarrāḥmān al-Baḏdāḏī nazīl al-Maḏīna al-Munawwara wa-hādīhi n-nusha biḥāṭṭihī wa-hiyya musawwada. If we accept this as a fact, then the Berlin MS cannot be an autograph because it seems to stem from a different hand.

5 Landberg, l.c.
in Brazil, and subsequently, somewhat more succinctly, relates his impressions of the places he visited on his way back to his home in Damascus. His interest was captivated above all by the black Muslims in Brazil, whose existence itself was a great surprise to him. He was interested above all in their history, their stories, habits, customs and behaviour. It would appear that he mixed directly only with them in the course of his sojourn in Brazil, even staying with them for some time in order to provide them with religious education. This was the reason for his remaining behind when the Ottoman ships set sail for Turkey on their homeward journey, and it was only somewhat later that he left for his home in Damascus, passing through Spain, Tangier, Algiers, Alexandria and Cairo, as well as fulfilling the duty of Pilgrimage en route. Everything he writes on the subject of these Muslims is of importance to us, even if his account is not rich in precise details and concrete data, telling us instead more about the author himself and his mentality than about Brazil.

Muslim and Christian Arabs reached the Americas in large numbers in the 2nd half of the 19th c., a result of the Emigration, caused by economic, political and religious factors, from the Lebanon, Palestine, Syria, and later from Egypt, resulting in the familiar mahāǧir in North and South America. This was, however, not the first time that Muslims had reached the Americas in large numbers: before this, shiploads of black Muslims from the Sudan (in its broad sense) had been transported to South America as slaves. The modern slave trade from Africa to Portugal started around 1450; the year 1517 is regarded as the official beginning of slave trade to America, and it was around 1570 that Brazil became the destination of large-scale slave traffic. In Brazil slaves were employed first on the sugar cane plantations, then in the gold mines.

---

and later on the coffee plantations. The total number of slaves to reach Brazil in the course of three centuries is usually estimated at between 5 and 18 million. Slavery was abolished in Brazil in 1888.

Many of the slaves transported from Africa to Brazil came from the Sudanese cultural area and were Muslims; they originated from the Sahara and the area between the Sahara and the Gulf of Guinea in West Africa. The Islamization of this area began under the Almoravids in the 11th C., after which Islam spread gradually south towards the Gulf of Guinea. Initially the slave trade from the Sudan went north along the Trans-Saharan route, where salt, weapons and luxury goods were traded for slaves and gold. Later on, however, with the gradual emergence of European merchant colonies and trading settlements (feitorias = factories) on the Western coast of Africa and in the Gulf of Guinea in the 15th C., the direction of the slave trade changed gradually, and these settlements on the Western coast of Africa and in the Gulf of Guinea became the new destinations for slave traders. It was through the Gulf of Guinea that Sudanese Muslim slaves reached Brazil, the Portuguese port of Mina playing an important role in this process. The most important ethnic groups represented among them were the Hausa, the Tapa, the Mandingo and the Fulla. They were not Arabs but were

---


8 See Jacob, *Grundzüge...*, p. 71; Ramos, *Die Negerkulturen...*, pp. 147f.; Gilberto Freyre, *Casa-grande e senzala*, 21st ed., Rio de Janeiro 1981, pp. 299-314. An interesting proof for the origin of (at least some of) the Muslims al-Bağdadi met in Brazil is supplied by the word alfa, which occurs three times in our text (9b11 fa and 10b13 alfa twice: the wrong form fa is no doubt due to a misinterpretation of the first part of the word as the Arabic article). In Etienne’s interpretation this word was used to denote Muslim theologians (“priests”), and this is the usage attested in our text, too: “Les Alufas sont les théologiens de la secte en question”; see L’abbé Ignace Etienne, “La secte musulmane des Malés du Brésil et leur révolte en 1835”. In: *Anthropos* 4, 1909, p. 99. Ramos says it is one of the names of the Muslims in Rio de Janeiro; see Ramos, *Die Negerkulturen...*, p. 170. It is in fact a Fula word of African origin its meaning being “scholar”, “educated person”, “a per-
Arabized in their culture. According to contemporary sources, as late as the beginning of the 19th C. the level of culture of these Sudanese slaves was much higher than that of the great majority of whites in Brazil: most of the participants in the great Muslim insurrection of 1835 in Bahía could read and write Arabic⁹. They had priests who taught them to read and write; they had Muhammadan schools and prayer-houses. Meanwhile most whites were still illiterate. These well-educated Muslim slaves have since died out, leaving no trace beyond what can be attributed to their influence in popular Christian religiosity, for example amulets and rites for the commemoration of the dead¹⁰. It was these Muslims that ʿAbdarrāḥmān al-Baḥdādī met in 1865. At the time they knew only a few words of Arabic, nothing of reading or writing, and, as our author expressly indicates, as a result of the "war" between Muslims and Christians, by which in all probability he means the 1835 Muslim insurrection of Bahía, they were extremely anxious to hide their true religious affiliation. They knew little of the rites of Islam: our author was horrified to see that they prayed just as they wanted to,

---


fasted in Ṣa‘bān, did not follow the laws of inheritance, their wives did not wear veils, and they were buried in Christian cemeteries according to Christian customs. In this respect, our text is an important historical source even if its data are rather scanty and vague, since in general we have few sources on the history of Islam in Brazil\(^{11}\). This aspect apart, as far as the rest of the data is concerned, our text is devoid of historical, geographical, etc. importance for the modern researcher.

On the other hand, the present text is very interesting as a fairly late illustration of a well-known and popular genre of Arabic and Islamic literatures: *riḥla* (= travel) and ‘aḡāʾib (= mirabilia)\(^{12}\). Our author is extremely interested in all the miraculous elements and phenomena he encounters on his journey, and makes every effort to register them one by one: in this respect he is a late but true follower of Abū Ḥāmid al-Ḡarnāṭī, who in the 12th C. gave an account of his journey to Russia, Hungary and the Volga Bulgars\(^{13}\). Abū Ḥāmid can be regarded as the founder of this literary genre, if we forget al-ʿUḍrī of Andalusia, whose works have not survived: we know only that he was one of the main sources of al-Qazwīnī\(^{14}\). Now, if we compare Abū Ḥāmid al-Ḡarnāṭī and ʿAbdarrahmān al-Ḡaḍāḥī, we find that there is absolutely no difference between the two as concerns their literary technique, their relationship to the world and their treatment of geographical facts. Their style, their lack of critical sense (in the modern meaning of the


word) and their view of the world are the same in every respect, although more than 600 years separate the two. This esteem of tradition and the survival of the popularity of old literary genres are not unknown in Islam; in the field of geographical literature we have a particular illustration of these two parallel phenomena: in 1906 in Cairo, Âhmâd Âmîn aš-Šînqîṭî reprinted Yâqût’s (died 626/1229) Geographical Dictionary with minor emendations, and Muhammad Âmîn al-Hângî supplemented this edition with two volumes of later data relating to Europe, America and Australia under the title Manqam al-‘umrân fi l-mustadrak ‘alâ Muqam al-buldân. This supplement is devoid of any scientific value, but proves that the traditional literary genre corresponded perfectly to the needs and expectations of contemporary readers at the beginning of the 20th C. The same can also be said in our case: a Turkish translation of our text was published in 1288/1871-1872 under the auspices of the Great Council of Public Instruction in Turkey.

In conclusion, ‘Abdarrahmân al-Bâgdâdî’s work Musalliyat al-ğarîb can be regarded as a traditional if late representant of rihla/‘āgâ’îb literature, which, however, belongs in Dubler’s classification to the earlier type in which the mirabilia were correctly situated geographically, as opposed to the later type wherein data had lost their precision and reference to exact geographical location.

---

15 ibid., p. 333.

16 Tercüme-i Seyahatname-i Bresilya, eser-i Şerif efendi, mukaftat-i saniye, bükrar-i Meclis-i Kebir-i Maarif, Constantinople 1288. Cf. also M. Belin, “Bibliographie ottomane ou notice des livres turcs imprimés à Constantinople durant les années 1288-1289 de l’hégire”. In: Journal Asiatique, VII. série, 1873, tome I, p. 535 (n. 43). (In this latter article the title of the work is given erroneously as Bresilya Seyahatnamesi).

17 See Dubler, ‘Âdja’îb.